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From a strange, dark chapter in American political history comes the captivating story of Ted Kennedy's 1980 campaign for president against
the incumbent Jimmy Carter, told in full for the first time. The Carter presidency was on life support. The Democrats, desperate to keep power
and yearning to resurrect former glory, turned to Kennedy. And so, 1980 became a civil war. It was the last time an American president
received a serious reelection challenge from inside his own party, the last contested convention, and the last all-out floor fight, where political
combatants fought in real time to decide who would be the nominee. It was the last gasp of an outdated system, an insider's game that old
Kennedy hands thought they had mastered, and the year that marked the unraveling of the Democratic Party as America had known it.
Camelot's End details the incredible drama of Kennedy's challenge -- what led to it, how it unfolded, and its lasting effects -- with cinematic
sweep. It is a story about what happened to the Democratic Party when the country's long string of successes, luck, and global dominance
following World War II ran its course, and how, on a quest to recapture the magic of JFK, Democrats plunged themselves into an intra-party
civil war. And, at its heart, Camelot's End is the tale of two extraordinary and deeply flawed men: Teddy Kennedy, one of the nation's greatest
lawmakers, a man of flaws and of great character; and Jimmy Carter, a politically tenacious but frequently underestimated trailblazer.
Comprehensive and nuanced, featuring new interviews with major party leaders and behind-the-scenes revelations from the time, Camelot's
End presents both Kennedy and Carter in a new light, and takes readers deep inside a dark chapter in American political history.
Presents statistical data on social, economic, and political topics, and includes source notes for each table, guides to additional information,
and a comprehensive index.
The automotive industry appears close to substantial change engendered by “self-driving” technologies. This technology offers the possibility
of significant benefits to social welfare—saving lives; reducing crashes, congestion, fuel consumption, and pollution; increasing mobility for the
disabled; and ultimately improving land use. This report is intended as a guide for state and federal policymakers on the many issues that this
technology raises.
Did you know that Warren G. Harding played poker in the White House at least once a week? Or that Richard Nixon was a Quaker? The
History Buff's Guide to the Presidents takes a peek behind the scenes, revealing everything you ever wanted to know about the families,
personal habits, and social lives of the most powerful job in the world. Author Thomas R. Flagel's unique perspective on the presidents
makes this an essential book for the merely curious and hardcore history buffs alike. From George Washington to Barack Obama, Flagel's
top ten lists compile the most religious presidents, the biggest scandals, and more to present a comprehensive history of the American
presidents. Do You Think You Know The Presidents? •Top Ten Presidential Pastimes •Top Ten Most Controversial Elections •Top Ten
Assassinations and Attempts •Top Ten Debt Presidencies •Top Ten Most Influential First Ladies
Gale Researcher Guide for: Stagflation is selected from Gale's academic platform Gale Researcher. These study guides provide peerreviewed articles that allow students early success in finding scholarly materials and to gain the confidence and vocabulary needed to pursue
deeper research.
Guide to the White House Staff is an insightful new work examining the evolution and current role of the White House staff. It provides a study
of executive-legislative relations, organizational behavior, policy making, and White House–cabinet relations. The work also makes an
important contribution to the study of public administration for researchers seeking to understand the inner workings of the White House. In
eight thematically arranged chapters, Guide to the White House Staff: Reviews the early members of the White House staff and details the
need, statutory authorization, and funding for staff expansion. Addresses the creation of the Executive Office of the President (EOP) and a
formal White House staff in 1939. Explores the statutes, executive orders, and succession of reorganization plans that shaped and refined the
EOP. Traces the evolution of White House staff from FDR to Obama and the specialization of staff across policy and political units. Explores
how presidential transitions have operated since Eisenhower created the position of chief of staff. Explains the expansion of presidential inhouse policymaking structures, beginning with national security and continuing with economic and domestic policy. Covers the exodus of staff
and the roles remaining staff played during the second terms of presidents. Examines the post–White House careers of staff. Guide to the
White House Staff also provides easily accessible biographies of key White House staff members who served the presidencies of Richard M.
Nixon through George W. Bush. This valuable new reference will find a home in collections supporting research on the American presidency,
public policy, and public administration.
This ebook boxed set includes the following: A Call to Action, Beyond the White House, Our Endangered Values, Palestine Peace Not
Apartheid, We Can Have Peace in the Holy Land, The Nobel Peace Prize Lecture, An Hour Before Daylight, Christmas in Plains, Sharing
Good Times, A Remarkable Mother, The Hornet’s Nest
Details the career path, presidential policies, key events, trivial facts, and historical impact of each president from George Washington to Bill
Clinton.
After the Nixon and Ford administrations, liberal Democrats hoped Jimmy Carter's election in 1976 would restore the New Deal agenda in the
White House. Instead, during four tumultuous years in office, Carter endorsed many of the fiscal and economic policies later espoused by his
Republican successor, Ronald Reagan. But Carter also backed most New Deal social programs and, however reluctantly, pursued a
traditional containment foreign policy. In this book more than a dozen eminent scholars provide a balanced overview of key elements of
Carter's presidency, examining the significance of his administration within the context of evolving American policy choices after World War II.
They seek not only to understand the troubled Carter presidency but also to identify the changes that precipitated and accompanied the
demise of the New Deal order. By the time Carter took office many Americans had become disenchanted with big government and welfare
spending, and his presidency is viewed in these pages as a transitional administration. As this volume demonstrates, Carter's dilemma
emerged from his effort to steer a course between traditional expectations of federal government and new political and economic realities.
While most of the contributors agree that his administration may be justly criticized for failing to find that course, they generally conclude that
Carter was more successful than his critics acknowledge. These thirteen original essays cover such topics as the economy, trade and
industrial policies, welfare reform, energy, environment, civil rights, feminism, and foreign policy. They offer thoughtful assessments of
Carter's performance, focusing on policy both as cause and effect of the post-industrial transformation of American society that shadowed his
administration. A final essay shows how Carter's public spirited post-presidential career has made him one of America's greatest expresidents. Grounded on research conducted at the Carter Library, The Carter Presidency is an incisive reassessment of an isolated
Democratic administration from the vantage point of twenty years. It is a milestone in the historical appraisal of that administration, inviting us
to take a new look at Jimmy Carter and see what his presidency represented for a dramatically changing America.
Creating Effective Partnerships for School Improvement places the school within the community which is composed of a number of key
players, including school leaders, classroom teachers, private foundations, higher education institutions, business and community based
organizations, and government agencies. This book encourages leaders to embrace this broader community of stakeholders and to focus on
the often overlooked and underutilized college and university partnerships. Grounded in case study analysis of innovative programs and
practices, this book explores research-based strategies for educational leaders to implement in order to develop and sustain effective
partnerships. Creating Effective Partnerships for School Improvement is an important text for aspiring and practicing administrators interested
in creating effective partnerships for school improvement. Special Features: Reflective exercises and portfolio building activities help aspiring
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and practicing leaders make on-the-ground connections. Learning objectives, key terms, and additional resources further engage readers
with the chapter content. Extensive appendices with sample activities, evaluation plans, meeting agendas, promotional materials, and
budgets provide additional support to leaders. Alignment to the Educational Leadership Constituent Council (ELCC) Standards.
From one of America’s most respected journalists and modern historians comes the highly acclaimed, “splendid” (The Washington Post)
biography of Jimmy Carter, the thirty-ninth president of the United States and Nobel Prize–winning humanitarian. Jonathan Alter tells the epic
story of an enigmatic man of faith and his improbable journey from barefoot boy to global icon. Alter paints an intimate and surprising portrait
of the only president since Thomas Jefferson who can fairly be called a Renaissance Man, a complex figure—ridiculed and later revered—with
a piercing intelligence, prickly intensity, and biting wit beneath the patented smile. Here is a moral exemplar for our times, a flawed but
underrated president of decency and vision who was committed to telling the truth to the American people. Growing up in one of the meanest
counties in the Jim Crow South, Carter is the only American president who essentially lived in three centuries: his early life on the farm in the
1920s without electricity or running water might as well have been in the nineteenth; his presidency put him at the center of major events in
the twentieth; and his efforts on conflict resolution and global health set him on the cutting edge of the challenges of the twenty-first. “One of
the best in a celebrated genre of presidential biography,” (The Washington Post), His Very Best traces how Carter evolved from a timid,
bookish child—raised mostly by a Black woman farmhand—into an ambitious naval nuclear engineer writing passionate, never-beforepublished love letters from sea to his wife and full partner, Rosalynn; a peanut farmer and civic leader whose guilt over staying silent during
the civil rights movement and not confronting the white terrorism around him helped power his quest for racial justice at home and abroad; an
obscure, born-again governor whose brilliant 1976 campaign demolished the racist wing of the Democratic Party and took him from zero
percent to the presidency; a stubborn outsider who failed politically amid the bad economy of the 1970s and the seizure of American
hostages in Iran but succeeded in engineering peace between Israel and Egypt, amassing a historic environmental record, moving the
government from tokenism to diversity, setting a new global standard for human rights and normalizing relations with China among other
unheralded and far-sighted achievements. After leaving office, Carter eradicated diseases, built houses for the poor, and taught Sunday
school into his mid-nineties. This “important, fair-minded, highly readable contribution” (The New York Times Book Review) will change our
understanding of perhaps the most misunderstood president in American history.
Describes the highlights of twelve presidential archives, including those of Presidents Bush, Reagan, Carter, Ford, Nixon, Johnson, Kennedy,
Eisenhower, Truman, Roosevelt, Hoover, and Hayes
Gale Researcher Guide for: Gerald FordGale, Cengage Learning
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience! The picture
book inspiration for the Academy Award-winning film The Green Book Ruth was so excited to take a trip in her family's new car! In the early
1950s, few African Americans could afford to buy cars, so this would be an adventure. But she soon found out that black travelers weren't
treated very well in some towns. Many hotels and gas stations refused service to black people. Daddy was upset about something called Jim
Crow laws . . . Finally, a friendly attendant at a gas station showed Ruth's family The Green Book. It listed all of the places that would
welcome black travelers. With this guidebook—and the kindness of strangers—Ruth could finally make a safe journey from Chicago to her
grandma's house in Alabama. Ruth's story is fiction, but The Green Book and its role in helping a generation of African American travelers
avoid some of the indignities of Jim Crow are historical fact.
A Study Guide for Richard Ford's "Independence Day," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study guide
includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much
more. For any literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
Find out how the White House was built, and meet the first families and their pets that have lived there. Take a tour of the public rooms and
visit the big back yard.
Complete, Unabridged Guide to Jimmy Carter. Get the information you need--fast! This comprehensive guide offers a thorough view of key
knowledge and detailed insight. It's all you need. Here's part of the content - you would like to know it all? Delve into this book today!..... :
James Earl Jimmy Carter, Jr. (born October 1, 1924) is an American politician who served as the 39th President of the United States
(1977-1981) and was the recipient of the 2002 Nobel Peace Prize, the only U. ...Carter carried fewer states than Ford-23 states to the
defeated Ford's 27-yet Carter won with the largest percentage of the popular vote (50. 1 percent) of any non-incumbent since Dwight
Eisenhower, and only half a percent less than what Ronald Reagan would defeat him with in 1980. ... While attempting to calm various
conflicts around the World, most visibly in the Middle East resulting in the signing of the Camp David Accords, giving back the Panama Canal
and signing the SALT II nuclear arms reduction treaty with Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev, the final year of his administration was marred by
the Iran hostage crisis, which contributed to his losing his 1980 re-election campaign to Ronald Reagan. ... Although Carter has also received
mixed reviews in both television and film documentaries, such as the Man from Plains (2007), the 2009 documentary, Back Door Channels:
The Price of Peace, credits Carter's efforts at Camp David, which brought peace between Israel and Egypt, with bringing the only meaningful
peace to the Middle East. There is absolutely nothing that isn't thoroughly covered in the book. It is straightforward, and does an excellent job
of explaining all about Jimmy Carter in key topics and material. There is no reason to invest in any other materials to learn about Jimmy
Carter. You'll understand it all. Inside the Guide: Jimmy Carter, Airline Deregulation Act, Agha Hasan Abedi, 2012 Democratic National
Convention, 2009 Nobel Peace Prize, 2008 Democratic National Convention, 2004 Democratic National Convention, 2002 Venezuelan coup
d'état attempt, 1988 Democratic National Convention, 1980 Summer Olympics boycott, 1980 Democratic National Convention, 1979 energy
crisis, 1976 Democratic National Convention, 1972 Democratic National Convention
With The Keys to the White House: A Surefire Guide to Predicting the Next President, average citizens are giving the pollsters and pundits a
run for their money. In this book, prominent political analyst and historian Allan J. Lichtman presents thirteen historical factors, or "keys" (four
political, seven performance, and two personality), that determine the outcome of presidential elections. In the chronological, successful
application of these keys to every election since 1860—including the 2000 election where Al Gore was predicted to and did indeed win the
popular vote, and the 2004 contest for Bush's reelection—Lichtman dispels much of the mystery behind electoral politics and challenges many
traditional assumptions. Scholars of the electoral process, their students, and general readers who want to get a head-start on calling
Decision 2008 should not miss this book.
Gale Researcher Guide for: Nixon: The Last Liberal President is selected from Gale's academic platform Gale Researcher. These study
guides provide peer-reviewed articles that allow students early success in finding scholarly materials and to gain the confidence and
vocabulary needed to pursue deeper research.
A Study Guide for Ford Maddox Ford's "The Good Soldier," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study guide
includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much
more. For any literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
Details Pierpoint's experiences and observations during his career as a CBS White House correspondent, providing his view of the
presidency during the Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations

The former president and architect of the Camp David Accords elucidates the historical and political background of
Middle East enmities and presents an analysis of the structure of tensions and conflicting points of view of today.
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An indispensable reference for young researchers, specifically designed for the classroom. Specifically written to engage
high school students, Student’s Guide to the Presidency presents a comprehensive overview of the history and ongoing
evolution of the American executive branch. This single-volume resource does not require any prior knowledge of the
presidency and covers topics that meet national high school curriculum standards. The third installment of the Student’s
Guide to the U.S Government series is also appropriate for introductory American government college classes. Teachers
and students alike will want to use this resource in preparation for exams and research papers. The text features three
main sections that present a uniquely integrated approach to studying the U.S. presidency. Part One consists of three
informative essays addressing compelling topics on the presidency: The Executive Branch: Behind the Scenes Since
1789 Power Trip? How Presidents Have Increased the Power of the Office Is the U.S. President the Most Powerful
Leader in the World? Part Two is an alphabetical section of key words and concepts spanning Adams, John, to Wilson,
Woodrow. The definitions are supplemented by sidebars with biographies of decision makers, spotlights on momentous
events and key issues, legal milestones and scandals regarding the presidency, and point/counterpoint coverage of
controversial issues. Recent entries include the 2008 election of Barack Obama. Part Three complements the first two
sections with a generous selection of influential primary source material, including inaugural addresses, constitutional
amendments involving the election of the president and presidential succession, and political cartoons A crisp layout
unites the text with illuminating photos, maps, charts, tables, timelines, and humorous political cartoons to provide a clear
picture of the presidency.
Presidential nominations in the United States can sometimes seem like a media circus, over-hyped and overly
speculative. Even informed citizens might be tempted to tune them out. Yet understanding the process, one distinct to
American politics, is crucial for civic participation. If presidential elections are about who will lead the nation, presidential
nominations are about who appears on the ballot. This concise and coherent Citizen’s Guide examines who has power
in presidential nominations and how this affects who we as citizens choose to nominate, and ultimately to sit in the Oval
Office. Political scientist Wayne Steger defines the nominating system as a tension between an "insider game" and an
"outsider game." He explains how candidates must appeal to a broad spectrum of elected and party officials, political
activists, and aligned groups in order to form a winning coalition within their party, which changes over time. Either these
party insiders unify early behind a candidate, effectively deciding the nominee before anyone casts a vote, or they are
divided and the nomination is determined by citizens voting in the caucuses and primaries. Steger portrays how shifts in
party unity and the participation of core party constituencies affect the options presented to voters. Amidst all this, the
candidate still matters. Primaries with one strong candidate look much different than those with a field of weaker ones. By
clearly addressing the key issues, past and present, of presidential nominations, Steger’s guide will be informative,
relevant, and accessible for students and general readers alike.
Historical documentation of memorable presidents, first ladies, and events during their presidencies.
The former president offers an account of growing up on a Georgia farm during the Depression and provides profiles of
the people who shaped his life.
"History does not repeat itself, but it does rhyme." This vital truth, attributed to Mark Twain, has been the inspiration for a
unique collection of rap poems about the US presidents, each illustrated with a creative caricature by the up-and-coming
artist Molly Brau. Find out more about the presidents' backgrounds, accomplishments, personality quirks, successes, and
failures in the whimsical hip-hop style. Jack was Jammin'! Truman was Truckin'! Taft was Phat!
A book to challenge the status quo, spark a debate, and get people talking about the issues and questions we face as a
country!
Gale Researcher Guide for: Gerald Ford is selected from Gale's academic platform Gale Researcher. These study guides provide
peer-reviewed articles that allow students early success in finding scholarly materials and to gain the confidence and vocabulary
needed to pursue deeper research.
Argues that the United States presidents of the past hundred years have actively sought to undermine the Constitution and their
constitutional responsibilities, and analyzes each presidency based on their adherence to the Constitution.
In an alternate history novel, Lincoln escapes assassination by John Wilkes Booth only to face impeachment, and Abigail Canner,
a young black woman involved in his defense, helps investigate the murder of the president's counsel.
This small booklet from the National Park Service is packed with fun activities that teach children about the history of the White
House. Children learn how to become White House Junior Rangers by following three easy steps related to the activities outlined
in the booklet. A great teaching publication for parents, teachers and children! Other related products: Junior Paleontologist
Activity Book can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/node/37989/edit The White House Junior Ranger Activity Guide Book
can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-005-01317-2 Haleakala Junior Ranger Activity Booklet can be
found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-005-01319-9 Junior Park Ranger Redwood National & State Parks Activity
Booklet, Ages 4 and Up, 2015 can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-005-01316-4 Upper Farmington
Wild and Scenic River: Junior River Ranger Activity Booklet can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-005-01310-5 Herbert Hoover Ranger Activity Book can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-005-01309-1 Centennial Junior Ranger Activity Book can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-005-01321-1 Discovering the Underground Railroad: Junior Ranger Activity Book can
be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-005-01296-6 Guardabosques Junior de Refugios del Sur de Nevada:
Refugios Nacionales de Vida Silvestre del Sur de Nevada (Spanish Language Publication) can be found here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-005-01318-1
In this eagerly anticipated memoir, former Vice President Dick Cheney delivers an unyielding portrait of American politics over
nearly forty years and shares personal reflections on his role as one of the most steadfast and influential statesmen in the history
of our country. The public perception of Dick Cheney has long been something of a contradiction. He has been viewed as one of
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the most powerful vice presidents—secretive, even mysterious, and at the same time opinionated and unflinchingly outspoken. He
has been both praised and attacked by his peers, the press, and the public. Through it all, courting only the ideals that define him,
he has remained true to himself, his principles, his family, and his country. Now in an enlightening and provocative memoir, a
stately page-turner with flashes of surprising humor and remarkable candor, Dick Cheney takes readers through his experiences
as family man, policymaker, businessman, and politician during years that shaped our collective history. Born into a family of New
Deal Democrats in Lincoln, Nebraska, Cheney was the son of a father at war and a high-spirited and resilient mother. He came of
age in Casper, Wyoming, playing baseball and football and, as senior class president, courting homecoming queen Lynne Vincent,
whom he later married. This all-American story took an abrupt turn when he flunked out of Yale University, signed on to build
power line in the West, and started living as hard as he worked. Cheney tells the story of how he got himself back on track and
began an extraordinary ascent to the heights of American public life, where he would remain for nearly four decades: * He was the
youngest White House Chief of Staff, working for President Gerald Ford—the first of four chief executives he would come to know
well. * He became Congressman from Wyoming and was soon a member of the congressional leadership working closely with
President Ronald Reagan. * He became secretary of defense in the George H. W. Bush administration, overseeing America’s
military during Operation Desert Storm and in the historic transition at the end of the Cold War. * He was CEO of Halliburton, a
Fortune 500 company with projects and personnel around the globe. * He became the first vice president of the United States to
serve out his term of office in the twenty-first century. Working with George W. Bush from the beginning of the global war on terror,
he was—and remains—an outspoken defender of taking every step necessary to defend the nation. Eyewitness to history at the
highest levels, Cheney brings to life scenes from past and present. He describes driving through the White House gates on August
9, 1974, just hours after Richard Nixon resigned, to begin work on the Ford transition; and he portrays a time of national crisis a
quarter century later when, on September 11, 2001, he was in the White House bunker and conveyed orders to shoot down a
hijacked airliner if it would not divert. With its unique perspective on a remarkable span of American history, In My Time will
enlighten. As an intimate and personal chronicle, it will surprise, move, and inspire. Dick Cheney’s is an enduring political vision to
be reckoned with and admired for its honesty, its wisdom, and its resonance. In My Time is truly the last word about an incredible
political era, by a man who lived it and helped define it—with courage and without compromise.
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